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Jaisara is coined from combining

An ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company

“JAI”
means success
&

“SARA”

Quality

means all or total

in every sphere of activity

Core values
Each ‘J’ in our logo stands for
one of our core values which when
combined gives us the strength to
succeed in every endeavour

Customer
Satisfaction

through effective service and
support

Reliability
assured always

Leadership

through innovation

Healthy Work
Culture

through ethical management

Growth

by investing in state-of-theart technologies and skills
improvement

Operational flexibility (innovation ability)

Positioning of the company
JAISARA

COMPETITORS
Size of blue circle is
indicative of cost benefit
Size of red circle is
indicative of delivery time

Production cost

What does
Jaisara Offer
We provide Solutions that meet your needs
We understand your unique requirements and use our
innovative abilities to find customized solutions that
provide
Cost benefit - to offer affordable pricing
Time benefit - by shortest delivery time
Reliability - by superb quality control

more for less...

Customer satisfaction - to nurture long term
relationships and do repeat business.
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About us
Jaisara Tooling Systems (P) Ltd . is a 33 Year Old
company specializing in manufacturing tools for the
aircraft industry . Our strength as a company lies in
our culture of innovation , a dedicated team , and a
deeply embedded passion to succeed in every
endeavor that is reflected in the name of the
company.
We are an ISO 9001-2015 certified company for the last
17 years , a comprehensive system to ensure quality.
In addition to building in-house expertise, we have
invested in extensive vendor development over the
last 33 years to have dependable sub-contractors for
specialized operations. Having a robust network of
skilled vendors and sub-contractors allows us to absorb
sudden spikes in demand without compromising
quality , or delivery commitment while still offering
substantial cost benefit to our customers.

Our Founder, Chairman and Managing Director, Mr. Manohar Rao Vangoori,
is a mechanical engineer with 55 years of experience in the field of Design
and Manufacture of Tooling . Under his able guidance and leadership , our
company has established a reputation of Excellence in Quality Tooling for
leading public and private sector companies globally.

Our Director Ms. V. Shobha Rani has been the source of guiding spirit for
financial success of the company and creation of a healthy work culture. The
company owes its track record of maintaining a collaborative and innovative
work culture with zero confrontation to her ability to instill a “Perform –
Prosper” orientation in the team. This has enabled our organization to reach
the present level of business success, high level of employee commitment
and ‘zero attrition rate’.

We are a privately held profitable corporation. Our Bankers, the State Bank
Of India, have been most encouraging and supportive in all our activities
from day one.

Our Recent Acquisitions

STUDER High Precision Universal Grinder
SU 30 RHU650

WEILER Precision Lathe
PRIMUS LZ

Providing outstanding manufacturing solutions since 1985

Solutions that
meet your needs
We listen to your unique requirement and uderstand
your needs. With us, you will find customized solutions
that work for you.

Customised Technical Publication and Manuals
Special Weight Upgrades
Avionic Upgrades
Fleet Integration and Standardization
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Administrative Office:
31-A/A MLA Colony, Road No. 12,
Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500 034.
A.P., INDIA.
Tel/Fax: 91-40-23322751.
Land line (USA): 203-244-9777
Factory
Plot # 24, Phase-IV, IDA Jeedimetla,
Hyderabad - 500 055. A.P., INDIA.
Tel: 91-8125833216
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This brochure contains proprietary information of Jaisara Tooling Systems (P) Limited and may not be reproduced, copied,
disclosed or utilized in any way, in whole or part, without explicit prior written consent of Jaisara Tooling Systems. The content of this brochure is presented as general information only
and is not meant to, nor does it, constitute any representation or
warranty by Jaisara. It is not meant to serve or be used in substitution for the information contained in any approved speciﬁcation, contract, manual or the like issued by Jaisara. This shall
not in any way add, amend, delete or change any term of any
contract in which Jaisara is a party.

